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Tour Code : 1608011
Tokyo-Nikko-Tokyo-Kamakura-Kawaguchi-Hakone-Mt.Fuji-Hamamatsucho-Kyoto-Osaka

Cherry Blossom Special Japan Tour
Tour Highlights

Accommodation

Imperial Palace Plaza

Mt.Fuji

Tokyo : Sunshine Prince Hotel or similar x 2N

National Diet Building

Lake Hamanako

Kawaguchi : Hotel Tominoko or similar x 1N

The Tokyo tower

Kinkakuji Temple( Golden Pavilion)

Hamamatsu : Hotel Tokyo Inn or similar x 1N

Ginza

Nishijin-ori Kaikan

Kyoto : Hotel Oaks Kyoto-Shijo or similar x 1N

KegonnoTaki Waterfall

Kiyomizudera Temple

Osaka : Dai Ichi Hotel or similar x 1N

Nikko Toshogu Shrine

Shijokawaramachi (Pontocho)

Lake Chuzenji

Osaka Castle

The Great Buddha

Shinsaibashi

Hokone

Umeda Sky Building

Owakudani
Day

Itinerary
Haneda/Narita Airport-Imperial Palace Plaza-National Diet Building-The Tokyo tower-Ginza (Lunch/Dinner)

Haneda/Narita Airport - Upon arrival you will meet with our representative
Imperial Palace Plaza-The current Imperial Palace is located on the former site of Edo Castle, a large park area surrounded by
moats and massive stone walls in the center of Tokyo, a short walk from Tokyo Station. It is the residence of Japan's Imperial
Family.*National Diet Building-The Japanese parliament is called the Diet. It consists of the House of Representatives (480
members) and the House of Councillors (242 members). The members of the Diet are elected by the Japanese people.
National Diet Building-The Japanese parliament is called the Diet. It consists of the House of Representatives (480 members)
Day 01

and the House of Councillors (242 members). The members of the Diet are elected by the Japanese people.
The Tokyo Tower-With 333 meters, Tokyo Tower is 13 meters taller than its model, the Eiffel Tower of Paris, and the world's
tallest self-supporting steel tower. It was completed in the year 1958 as a symbol for Japan's rebirth as a major economic
power, and serves as a television and radio broadcast antenna and tourist attraction.
Ginza-The Ginza is Tokyo's most famous upmarket shopping, dining and entertainment district, featuring numerous department
stores, boutiques, art galleries, restaurants, night clubs and cafes.
Asakusa Sight Seeing-Asakusa is the center of Tokyo's shitamachi (literally "low city"), one of Tokyo's districts, where an
atmosphere of the Tokyo of past decades survives. Asakusa's main attraction is Sensoji, a very popular Buddhist temple.

Tokyo-Nikko-Kegonno Taki Waterfall-Nikko Toshogu Shrine- Lake chuzenji- Tokyo (Breakfast/Lunch/Diner)
KegonnoTaki Waterfall-The almost 100 meter tall Kegon Waterfall (Kegon no taki) is the most famous of Nikko's many
beautiful waterfalls. In fact, it is even ranked as one of Japan's three most beautiful falls, along with Nachi Waterfall in
Wakayama Pref
Day 02

Nikko Toshogu Shrine-The Toshogu is the mausoleum of Tokugawa Ieyasu, founder of the Tokugawa shogunate, which ruled
Japan for over 250 years until 1868. The shrine is dedicated to the spirits of Ieyasu and two other of Japan's most influential
historic
Lake Chuzenji-Lake Chuzenji (Chuzenjiko) is a scenic lake in the mountains above the town of Nikko. It is located at the foot of
Mount Nantai, Nikko's sacred volcano, whose eruption blocked the valley below, thereby creating Lake Chuzenji about 20,000
Tokyo-Kamakura-Hakone-Owakudani-Kawaguchiko (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Sightseeing in Kamakura
The Great Buddha-The Great Buddha of Kamakura (Kamakura Daibutsu) is a bronze statue of Amida Buddha, which stands
on the grounds of Kotokuin Temple. With a height of 13.35 meters, it is the second tallest bronze Buddha statue in Japan,
surpassed only b

Day 03

Hakone : Hakone is part of the Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park, less than 100 kilometers from Tokyo. Famous for hot
springs,outdoor activities, natural beauty and the view of nearby Mt. Fuji, Hakone is one of the most popular destinationsamong
Japanese and
Lake Hamanako-Hamanako is a large lake at the Pacific Coast of western Shizuoka Prefecture. Originally a fresh water lake
separated from the ocean, Hamanako got connected to the ocean as a result of an earthquake in 1498 and its water turned
salty.
Kawaguchiko-Fujisan-Hamamatsu (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Mt.FUJI-Mount Fuji (Fujisan) is with 3776 meters Japan's highest mountain. It is not surprising that the nearly perfectly shaped

Day 04

volcano has been worshipped as a sacred mountain and experienced big popularity among artists and common people.

Lake Hamanako-Hamanako is a large lake at the Pacific Coast of western Shizuoka Prefecture. Originally a fresh water lake
separated from the ocean, Hamanako got connected to the ocean as a result of an earthquake in 1498 and its water turned
salty. The
Hamamatsu-Kyoto-Kinkakuji Temple( Golden Pavilion)-Nishijin-ori Kaikan-Kiyomizudera Temple-Shijokawaramachi
(Pontocho) (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Kinkakuji Temple( Golden Pavilion)- Kinkakuji is a Zen temple in northern Kyoto whose top two floors are completely covered
in gold leaf. Formally known as Rokuonji, the temple was the retirement villa of the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, and according
to
Nishijin-ori Kaikan-As the capital and the seat of the Imperial Court for over 1000 years, Kyoto has set the quality standard for
Day 05 Japanese arts and crafts.Members of the Imperial Court were particularly influential patrons and practitioners of the arts
Kiyomizudera Temple-Kiyomizudera (Pure Water Temple) is one of the most celebrated temples of Japan. It was founded in
780 on the site of the Otowa waterfall in the wooded hills east of Kyoto, and derives its name from the fall's pure waters. The
temple
Shijokawaramachi (Pontocho)-Pontocho is one of Kyoto's most atmospheric dining areas. A narrow alley running from Shijodori to Sanjo-dori, one block west of the Kamo River, it offers a wide range of dining options, including inexpensive yakitori,
tradi
Kyoto-Osaka - Osaka Castle-Shinsaibashi-Umeda Sky Building (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Osaka Castle-The construction of Osaka Castle started in 1583 on the former site of the Ishiyama Honganji Temple, which had
been destroyed by Oda Nobunaga thirteen years earlier. Toyotomi Hideyoshi intended the castle to become the center of a
new, unif
Day 06 Shinsaibashi-Located around Namba Station, Minami (South) is one of Osaka's two major city centers. It is the city's most
famous entertainment district and offers abundant dining and shopping choices. The other major city center is Kita (North)
which is
Umeda Sky Building-The Umeda Sky Building is a spectacular high rise building in the Kita district of Osaka, near Osaka and
Umeda Stations.It is also known as the "New Umeda City".
Departure from Haneda/Narita
Day 07 Free till departure
Sayonara!!!

(Breakfast)

